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On the basis of an experimental example, this paper demonstrates the intrinsic complementary nature between the 
subwavelength Raman spectroscopy and the tip-sample interaction measurements, in a scanning near field optical 
microscope device. This paper displays a good illustration of possibilities given by this kind of device to study the 
interfaces in physical chemistry. The Raman spectra of the optical near field obtained on a lead sulfate sample shows that 
the surface of this sample is polluted by nanophases of copper sulfate. These impurities, which are not displayed by the usual 
backscattered far field Raman spectrum recorded in confocal Raman microspectroscopy, are localized at a subwavelength 
scale and are revealed by a particular behavior in transverse dynamic force (usually noted as shear force) measurements too, in 
comparison with those obtained over the surface of the lead sulfate sample free from impurities. These differences in probe-
sample adhesion throughout a sample are caused by an inhomogeneous distribution of surface water, which is clearly 
explained by the chemical identification of the nanophases by Raman spectroscopy of the optical near field. The 
heterogeneous water adsorption at the sample/air interface under a reduced relative humidity is displayed by both the near 
field optical spectroscopy and the shear force microscopy measurements.

Introduction

Predicting how solids grow and dissolve in aqueous medium

under various conditions requires a thorough understanding of

the fundamental surface reaction mechanisms. Surface hetero-

geneities of either compositional or morphological origin are

known to drastically affect interface phenomena. Depending on

their chemical and topological pattern, these surface heteroge-

neities often generate a wide variety of singularities when they

are involved in interfacial phenomena. Scanning probe micros-

copy (SPM) may be used to investigate the superficial mech-

anisms that control dissolution, precipitation, or growth of

minerals. Sulfate anions are often cited in such mechanisms in

environmental studies. Sulfate strongly adsorbs to many minerals

surfaces and competes with other adsorbing compounds for

surface sites. Questions about the mechanism of sulfate adsorp-

tion and the structure of sulfate surface complexes remain. For

example, the following issues are not resolved:

(i) is sulfate adsorbed as an innersphere or an outersphere

complex? (Inner sphere in this context refers to the situation

where sulfate replaces one or several surface hydroxyl groups,

resulting in the coordination of at least one sulfate oxygen atom

with a surface metal site.)

(ii) Is the structure mono or bidentate?

(iii) Is the structure mono or binuclear, chelating or bridging?

(iv) Is the spatial distribution of the adsorption sites homo-

geneous at the interface or is it heterogeneous?

To answer this nonexhaustive listing of questions, one must

use an experimental approach able to combine both localization

and structural-chemical identification. For example, the surface

complexation of sulfate by hematite has been studied by

vibrationnal infrared absorption spectroscopy and scanning

tunneling microscopy on the same sample by Eggleston et al.1,2

However, in their work, both experiments are carried out

separately, one after another. Therefore, we have developed an

experimental method combining submicronic localization and

Raman spectroscopy.3,4-7 Indeed, Jancke et al. demonstrated

the feasibility of the Raman spectroscopy of the optical near

field with a lateral resolution smaller than 100 nm.8,9 In this

paper, we report our experiments of near field Raman spec-

troscopy (NFRS) obtained without exaltation effect on metallic

sulfate samples. Initially, our experimental goal was to know if

the sulfate groups may be a molecular probe that is active

enough in NFRS experiments to localize and characterize

submicronic spatial heterogeneous areas. Consequently, a first

step was to show that the NFRS was able to separate two kinds

of sulfate complexes. This experimental step drove us to

consider some synthetic samples with a controlled mixture of

several metallic sulfate phases. These mixtures display experi-

mentally also a large difference in their tip-sample adhesion

behaviors. Indeed, our optical device using a distance control

mechanism that measures the amplitude of the interactions

between the optical tip and the sample has shown that the

vibrating behavior of the tip differs from a sulfate sample to

another. In this paper, we consider one of our samples that has

been accidentally obtained but that illustrated the complemen-

tarities of the NFRS and of the force microscopy.

For a long time, diffraction inherent in all magnifying lenses

has limited the resolution of classical optical microscope to one-

half of the wavelength of the light (typically 250 nm for visible

light). In 1928, E. H. Synge proposed a novel optical microscope

that could overcome the diffraction barrier.10,11 In 1982, most

of the mechanical problems were solved by the invention of

the scanning tunneling microscope (STM),12 and the first
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scanning near field optical microscope (SNOM or NSOM) had

been demonstrated in 1984 by D. Pohl.13 At present, SNOM is

often combined with shear force feedback to maintain the tip

to sample distance and uses high optical throughput fiber optic

etched probes.14,15 Super resolved transmission or reflection

images providing both topographical and optical properties (i.e.,

local refractive index) are obtained now commonly with a

resolution of λ/10. Resolutions of λ/20 have been achieved.16

One of the most powerful applications of SNOM should be

subwavelength spectroscopy, providing spectral contrasts at

subwavelength resolution. An ambitious application was to

develop a Raman near field microscope. Rather than obtaining

a better spatial lateral resolution than those obtained with a

confocal far field device, one of the aims in developing NFRS

would be the spectroscopic study of submicronic heterogeneities

at the interfaces. Indeed, since the near field decreases strongly

versus the distance, the optical near field in the solid phase

collected by a nanodetector or generated by a nanosource is

dominated by the signals coming from the volume close to the

interface (signals coming from a depth beyond 100 nm are four

times weaker than the ones coming from the surface).7,17

With both the developments of lasers and detectors (CCD),

but also with the elaboration of high throughput probes with

research concerning the geometry of the tip, the inelastic Raman

effect, even with its poor quantum efficiency, is detectable in

the near field.3-7 Recently, NFRS has been used to study silicon,

polydiacetylene, diamond, Rd-doped KTP, rhodamine 6G,

3-hydroxykynurenine, cobalt phthalocyanine, benzoic acid, CCl4,

polyphenylenevinylene, and CuSO4‚5H2O.3-9,17-34 In our previ-

ous works, the Raman spectra of the CuSO4 sample were

collected in the optical near field, without assigning the spectral

differences between near field and far field spectra.6 In this work,

we have driven an experiment on a PbSO4 sample under a

relative humidity of 5-10% at 24 °C. We will discuss the

recorded NFR spectra in relation to the local water adsorption

displayed by the tip-sample shear force measurements.

Experimental Procedures

The Raman excitation source is a Spectra-Physics laser

Stabilite 2017 (wavelength used: λ ) 514.5 nm). The spec-

trometer is a Jobin-Yvon Raman T64000, with a liquid nitrogen

cooled CCD multichannel detector. A holographic NOTCH filter

or a double subtractive stage with 1800 grooves mm-1 gratings

may be used to remove the Rayleigh scattering. A single

dispersion stage with an 1800 grooves mm-1 grating is placed

in front of the detector. The spectral resolution with an excitation

at 514.5 nm is 2.7 cm-1. The confocal Raman microprobe is

constituted by an Olympus microscope, equipped with a

motorized XY stage with a step of 80 nm. The lateral Raman

resolution has been estimated on a sample built with silicon

lines of 3 µm in a width separated by 3 µm on a gold substrate.7

To estimate the spatial resolution, we will consider the lateral

resolution definition as the minimal distance to separate two

different points of a test sample that is constituted by different

chemical species. However, it is very difficult to prepare such

samples at scales of 100 nm. Therefore, we estimate the lateral

resolution only at the boundaries of an object: the lateral

resolution value will be the necessary displacement between

maximum to minimum collected signal.7 This definition may

be, of course, questionable, since for instance, it depends on

the signal/noise ratio, but in practice for our experiments at the

subwavelength scales, it is the only definition that can be

applied. To be coherent in this paper, we have applied this

definition to estimate the resolution of our conventional confocal

device: the measured value is 700 nm.

The homemade near field microscope is schemed in Figure

1. Its principle is based on a shear force scanning near field

optical microscope developed previously by Courjon et al. (a

review on the usual near field optics and their applications is

given in the book of M. A. Paesler et al.).35,36 To simplify Figure

1, the optical near field is schematically obtained by a total

internal reflection. For our samples, the near field is generated

by an oblique far field illumination and collected by the tip.

This mode, rarely used in the literature, will be justified by our

experimental results.

As for other experiments in optical near field, the fiberoptic

probe can be used in three different ways to record a near field

Raman spectrum:

(i) as a nanolight source,

(ii) as a detector that frustrates the evanescent waves in total

internal reflection experiments or that is polarized by an optical

near-field, or

(iii) as both nanolight source and detector; in this configu-

ration, the tip produces the evanescent waves that are collected

by the same aperture for reflection experiments, a method that

should give the best spatial resolution.37

In NFRS, one of the most important problems is the strong

silica Raman spectrum of the fiberoptic or glass probe when

used as both emitter and collector. This spectrum covers all

other Raman signals in a range of 0-1300 cm-1. The only

solution consists of using the probe only to excite (i) or to collect

(ii) the Raman spectrum. Jahncke et al. have reported the first

near field Raman images, using the probe as a nanolight

source.8,9 But today, the small Raman signal levels and the long

integration times, often several hours for one image, limit the

imaging possibilities of the method. Most of the time, a single

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental configuration. The evanescent
waves generated by an internal reflection of the exciting laser are
frustrated by the probe, which is kept close to the surface by a feedback
loop that measures the damping of the lateral vibration amplitude of
the tip. A small laser beam is focused before the fiber tip, and the
modulation of its shadow is detected on the bicell photodiode. This
signal, which is strongly damped near the surface, gives a measure for
the tip-sample interaction and is used as a reference for the feedback
loop that controls the vertical position of the sample via the piezoelectric
ceramic scanner (Z). The signals collected by the tip are driven to a
beam splitter, which transmits about 25% of the whole intensity on a
photomultiplier and reflects 75% on the entrance slit of the spectrometer
T64000. Thus, by collecting the Z values vs position (x, y), a
topographic image is constituted, and by collecting the intensity of the
PM, an optical image is obtained.
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dimensional transverse measurement is possible.5,7,17 Fortu-

nately, besides the imaging of interfaces, the NFRS or the near

field fluorescence spectroscopy with high spectral resolution is

able to reach the detection and the study of single molecules.

A classical SNOM experience gives the topography of the

sample and locates an optical or topographical heterogeneity.

Once localized, the near field Raman spectrum of a nanodomain

can be obtained with minimal perturbations, without averaging

their physical properties in the space and without masking them

by a statistical distribution, which is the case in usual propagated

far field experiments.

Figure 2 illustrates the device used here to collect simulta-

neously both far and near inelastic fields of one spatial range.

A far field optical device allows us to focus a laser beam on an

area of about 100 µm2 around the tip. This device is based on

a Cassegrain objective (Tri-star, Jobin-Yvon) working above

the near field probe (Figure 2). The lateral resolution of the far

field optical device equipped with this Cassegrain objective is

about 10 µm, while the axial resolution increases to 20 µm.

The distance feedback loop in our scanning near field optical

microscopy device is based on the measurement of the forces

perpendicular to the tip-sample axis. Thus, our device gives a

transverse dynamic force image (TDFM).38 We prefer this last

definition rather than the usual shear force expression used in

the literature in the past few years. Indeed, the term shear force

is often not appropriate because the interactions between surfaces

are not in all cases shear. The near field probe and the

piezoelectric transducer exciting the transverse-force vibration

are positioned in the cone of shadow of the far field objective.

This far field objective allows us to collect also the backscattered

far fields.

The near field probe is either a Topometrix metallic single

mode fiber optic, developed for the SNOM Aurora of Topo-

metrix, with an aperture between 50 and 100 nm in diameter,

or a homemade taper obtained by the commonly used heating

and pulling technique. This later probe is built with a commercial

instrument used for micropipet manufacture. An optical fiber

is placed under tensile stress and locally heated with a CO2

laser. When softening is sensed, the tension is increased, and

the laser beam is stopped. The subsequent fracture results in a

taper with a flat cleave at the end of about 50 nm in diameter.

The taper is then made metallic by evaporation of aluminum in

a vacuum chamber. The other end of the fiber is coupled to the

spectrometer’s microscope through a ×50 objective, with a 0.55

numerical aperture. Figure 3 gives some electronic microscope

images obtained on the tapers used in this work. The choice of

the tip in our NFRS experiments is related to its ability to

frustrate an evanescent wave with a minimum of transmitted

far field. Indeed, the collection of far field by the tip may

represent a strong handicap for the extremely weak near field

Raman spectrum as illustrated in the following results. The

homogeneity as the thickness of the aluminum coated film but

also the size of the aperture at the taper end are the essential

parameters to minimize the collection of the far fields. Figure

3 displays the quality of the taper ends. But this visual quality

of the end is not sufficient to guarantee the quality of the film

in the superior part of the taper and eventually the degradation

of the tip during experiments. Therefore, we check empirically

the near field character of our tip by collecting the Rayleigh

signal in a sample-tip retract experiment. A tip is considered

being usable if, when the tip is separated continuously from

optical near field region (damping of the shear force signal of

50%) to about 1 µm of the sample, the optical elastic signal is

divided by a factor of about 30.

Results

Figure 4 displays the far field backscattered Raman spectrum

of the sulfate lead sample studied here. This spectrum may be

assigned either to the PbSO4 isomorphous to the BaSO4 or to

the lead sulfate tribasic 3PbO‚PbSO4, xH2O. However, the

chemical analyses and a systematic polarized Raman study prove

that the sample is a pure phase of PbSO4 crystallized in the

orthorhombic system. The space group is Vh,16 with four SO4
2-

ions and four Pb2+ ions per unit cell. The site symmetries of

these ions is C3. Each sulfate ion is surrounded by seven lead

ions, three of these being in the same plane as the sulfur atom.

The isolated sulfate ion, in the point group Td, possesses only

four different levels, noted usually ν1 for the nondegenerated

symmetric stretching vibration, ν2 the doubly degenerated

deformation E, ν3 the triply degenerated stretching vibration

T2, and ν4 the triply degenerated bending mode T2. In the

crystals, each sulfate ion occupies a site of C3 symmetry, and

the anisotropic crystal field results in the complete lifting of

the sulfate degenerated modes. The ν1 mode gives then in the

solid an A1g, a B2g, and B3g modes, all at 977 cm-1. The ν3

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup to obtain both
far and near fields of the same spatial range.

Figure 3. Electronic microscope image of an Al-coated taper. The
black center corresponds to the silica aperture. The aperture diameter
is estimated at 150 nm and the aluminum coating at 210 nm.
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mode gives two A1g modes, two B2g modes, and one B3g mode,

respectively, at 1060, 115, 1054, 1157, and 1152 cm-1. The ν4

gives two A1g modes, two B2g modes, and one B3g modes,

respectively, at 605, 618, 610, 641, and 609 cm-1. At last, the

ν2 gives one A1g mode, one B1g mode, one B2g mode, and one

B3g mode at 438, 449, 438, and 449 cm-1.

Figure 5a shows a transverse dynamic force microscopy

image obtained with damping the transverse amplitude of the

tip oscillation locked at 30%. The scan represents an area of

1.3 × 1.3 µm. This pseudo-topographic image displays an

uneven submicronic plateau overhanging a larger flat region.

The height of this plateau is about 150 nm. The simultaneous

corresponding optical image (Figure 5b) does not show any

contrast but only a noised flat image. This last image does not

allow distinguishing any optical change in relation with the

topographic change. Some examples of section of this TDFM

image versus x or y axis show that at the tops of the plateau,

either the relief is strongly uneven or the dynamic tip-sample

control mechanism does not work very well (Figure 6). Without

studying statistically the sample topography, the number of this

kind of bumps per 100 µm square is between six or eight. The

TDFM image shows also that the signal over the plateau is

strongly perturbed, while in the valley it becomes very stable

during the scan. To understand this anomalous behavior of our

device over the plateau, we have recorded the behavior of the

vibrating tip versus the sample-tip distance, respectively, for

the plateau region and for the valley region (Figure 7). We show

only the retract curves to clarify the figure, but in Figure 7a

there is a large hysteresis between the approach and the retract

curve, while it is very weak in Figure 7b. This hysteresis in the

retract curve is probably caused by the presence of a capillary

neck.38 The retract curve b displays a continuous curve without

any break, the amplitude of the tip’s vibration increases with

the raise of the tip-sample distance, for example, with the

decrease of the force of the interactions between tip and sample.

The curves a are not so easy to qualitatively interpret as curve

b and display a weak reproducibility from one probed area over

the plateau to another (Figure 7a, curves 1 and 2). This kind of

curve will be discussed in the following section with the help

of the Raman results.

Indeed, another difference between the plateau and the valley

comes from the Raman spectra collected by the tip when it is

maintained close to the surface with the help of the transverse

dynamic force feedback loop allowing it to keep a constant value

of the damping of the tip’s vibration. The spectra from a to c in

Figure 8, collected when the tip is kept above the plateau, display

a Raman signal clearly shifted by 8 cm-1 forward in comparison

with the far field scattered spectrum (Figure 4). The far field

wavenumber is, however, retrieved when the tip is moved above

the valley (Figure 8d,e). We have verified that, when the tip-

surface distance is increased by about 1 µm, the Raman signal

recorded by the tip is strongly decreased (Figure 9). The signal

is recovered when the tip is again near to the surface (Figure

9c). Consequently, in the following section, we will assume that

the signals collected by the tip are dominated by the inelastic

signals of the optical near field.

Discussion

The previously displayed near field Raman spectra may be

interpreted following essentially three ways:

Figure 4. Raman spectrum of the PbSO4 sample, excited at 514 nm
with a power of 5 mW focused on the sample with an ×50 objective
(numerical aperture of 0.5), spectrum a and with the Cassegrain
objective (20 mW on about 100 µm2), spectrum b. The relative
intensities are weakly different between both spectra because of the
difference of the instrumental polarization responses between both
objectives.

Figure 5. Images of a small area of the PbSO4 sample (1.3 × 1 µm).
At the top (a), an isoforce image; at the bottom (b), the optical near
field image of the same area.
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(i) the inelastic signal obtained in our near field configuration

(Figure 1) by the metallic tip is spectrally different from the

far field because of the several physical effects, as gradient field,

tip effects, nonlinear optical signal,27 etc.,

(ii) the tip probes some different crystalline faces with

properties characteristic of each face at the interface, and

(iii) the collected signals show a heterogeneity of the chemical

phases at the surface of our sample, which is not displayed by

usual confocal far field measurements (Figure 4).

The first one of the interpretations could be a hypothesis to

understand the observed shift of the wavenumber between far

field (977 cm-1) and near field (985 cm-1). But it does not

explain why the spectra (Figure 8,e) obtained in the valley are

different from the spectra collected above the plateau (Figure

8a-c). This spectral difference, as well as the different retract

curves, could be explained by the second possibility, the

observation of two kinds of crystalline faces. But no fundamental

vibrational argument, coming from the usual interpretation of

vibrational modes of the PbSO4 unit cell in the bulk, is able to

give an interpretation of this wavenumber shift between two

crystalline face types. It is then necessary to assume furthermore

that, at the interface, some relaxation process changes the local

force field but also changes the vibrational mode wavenumbers.

This hypothesis is plausible when we refer to our previous work

obtained on a single crystal of silicon.7 However, the optical

tip probes the surface but also a small volume with a depth of

at least 20 nm; consequently, the optical signal should be the

sum of surface and volume signal. Thus, in this hypothesis, the

collected signal should be composed of two components.

Experimentally, only the spectrum in Figure 8d is in agreement

with this suggestion. The presence of another phase at the

surface must be consequently envisaged. Therefore, we have

tracked some impurities. Our global chemical analysis proves

that the only metallic trace present in our sample is cuprous at

an atomic ratio Cu/Pb smaller than 5 × 10-4. If this weak ratio

is kept at the surface, it is not sufficient to explain another

superficial phase. We have then checked if the superficial ratio

Cu/Pb is identical to the global ratio by an X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy measurement. The superficial ratio is then com-

prised between 0.1 and 0.15. Since the XPS spectra display only

signals of Pb (II), Cu(II), Na(I), S (VI), O(-II), and C elements,

we have recorded the far field Raman spectra of the usual pure

cuprous phases. In agreement with the literature (see, i.e., ref

39), the closest possibility according to the near field spectra

corresponds to the cuprous phase Cu(SO4)5H2O (Figure 10).39

The others phases with three, one, or zero water molecules

in the global formula possess, respectively, the symmetric

stretching mode of a sulfate group at 1005, and a doublet at

1017 and 1042 or 1052 cm-1. The high water content of the

Cu(SO4), 5H2O phase may be an explanation of the particular

behavior of the vibrating tip near the surface of this sample.

Figure 6. Examples of some sections of the images of Figure 5. Two
isoforce section lines and an optical section line.

Figure 7. Two TDFM amplitude-distance curves obtained during a retract curve: at left (a), curves (1) and (2) from different areas over the
plateau display the weak reproducibility of this kind of measure and at right (b) over the valley of the image of Figure 5.
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Indeed, the water molecules, present at the surface, constitute

preferential sites for the adsorption of other water molecules at

the equilibrium in the vapor phase, as the first adsorbed molecule

on the silica surface.40 Thus, when the tip probes this kind of

chemical heterogeneity, the tip-sample interaction changes

strongly: over the cuprous phase, the interactions are dominated

by capillary forces with viscous effects,38 while over the lead

phase, the interactions are rather dominated by usual effects as

dipolar-dipolar or van der Waals interactions. This vision is

in agreement with the TDFM amplitude distance curves recorded

in Figure 7. Indeed, these curves may be interpreted as James

et al. have explained their curves obtained with Nafion H+ and

Cs+ samples. Our curve obtained over the valley (Figure 7b) is

near the TDFM curve obtained at 10% humidity with Nafion

Cs+, while the curve in Figure 7a is near the curve obtained

with Nafion H+ at 10% of humidity. These differences may

show a mixed hydrophobic/hydrophilic behavior with a much

larger adhesive force over the water-rich regions, in agreement

with our chemical local analysis obtained by the NFR spec-

troscopy. Our homemade device is not yet able to record a

complete real time frequency TDFM spectrum of the vibrating

tip simultaneously with our NFR measurements. Consequently,

we are not able now to evaluate the elastic and dissipative

components of vibrating movements of the tip versus the spatial

region probed. Indeed, the information provided by the retract-

approach curve alone at a fixed frequency of the vibrating tip

is insufficient to determine the kind of probe-sample interaction

since two ways of amplitude decrease are possible:

(i) if the dissipative force remains constant while the elastic

component increases and

(ii) if the variation of the dissipative component dominates

the change of the elastic component.

However, even if the TDFM spectroscopy is necessary, it is

not sufficient if used alone, to understand the physical chemistry

of the interfaces. Therefore, we think that this work shows a

new experimental complementary approach. Indeed, this paper

demonstrates the possibilities of our device to record simulta-

neously at the same submicronic scale the chemical spectral

fingerprint and the interactions between tip and sample surface.

Thus, the near field Raman spectroscopy coupled with the

TDFM spectroscopy should become a unique tool to give a

complete description of the chemistry at heterogeneous liquid-

solid interfaces, by combining submicronic chemical structure

investigation with nanoscale force measurements.

Conclusions

This paper demonstrates the possibilities of the near field

Raman spectroscopy (NFRS) on a PbSO4 sample, which does

not present any resonance or optical enhancement effects. The

Raman spectrum of a submicronic particle is obtained by our

NFR device, while the confocal Raman microscope is not able

to distinguish it. This NFR signal decreases strongly with the

tip-surface distance and displays some spectral changes with

a lateral scan of about 200 nm. These spectral data of the optical

near field are concomitantly recorded with some force measure-

ments obtained by the transverse dynamic force microscope,

of which the first use is to maintain the optical tip near the

surface. Thus, the chemical differences are identified by the

submicronic NFR spectra and by the probe-adhesion measure-

ments. On the sample analyzed here, the inhomogeneous

distribution of surface water displayed by the amplitude tip-

sample distance curves is explained by the presence of

Figure 8. Raman signals collected by the tip during the scan of the
sample on the line displayed in Figure 6. The points a-e correspond,
respectively, to the x positions of 10 (300 nm), 25 (750 nm), 38 (1330
nm), 57 (2000 nm), and 67 (2350 nm) of the first isoforce section of
Figure 6. The far field excitation at 514 nm (power of 1 mW on the
sample) is focused around the tip with the Cassegrain objective on an
area of about 100 µm2. The acquisition time is 120 s.

Figure 9. Near field Raman signals collected over the plateau at three
sample-tip distances: close to the surface, when the distance feedback
loop keeps the tip near the surface (locking vibrating tip amplitude at
50% of the interaction free amplitude), the top spectrum is obtained
before retracting the tip, and the bottom spectrum is collected after a
retract-approach cycle, far from the surface; the tip-sample distance
is increased from near field position to 700-1000 nm and maintained
at this height during the acquisition of the Raman spectrum. (Acquisition
time 120 s, same experimental setup as the one of the experiments of
Figure 8.)

Figure 10. Far field usual backscattered Raman spectrum of CuSO4,
5H2O obtained with an excitation at 514 nm and a power of 10 mW
focused with an objective ×50 (numerical aperture of 0.5).
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nanophases of CuSO4, 5H2O characterized by the NFR spectra.

Future improvement of our device will consist of recording the

real-time vibrating tip frequency spectrum to separate the two

effects of changes in resonance frequency and oscillation

damping. Thus, one could correlate, with certitude, chemical

identification and tip-surface interactions at the interface. In

our future papers, we will also develop the submicronic

spectroscopy approach by using molecular probes to investigate

the inhomogeneous reactivity often assumed at the interfaces

of oxide or hydroxide mineral particles.41
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